Welcome to the
What on Earth Books catalogue
The real world is far more amazing than anything you can make up!
That’s what we believe at What on Earth Books. And to prove the point we are
thrilled to present our Autumn 2019 catalogue packed to the brim with curiosityinspiring titles.
A big part of our mission is to try to offer children fresh perspectives on
the extraordinary world we live in. Humanimal asks readers to suspend their
assumptions about the superior status of humans and to explore the animal
behaviours that make us question whether we’re really so different after all.
Nose Knows – a companion to 2018’s Eye Spy – offers a wonderful explanation
of how the sense of smell works and lift-the-flap windows into the odoriferous
world of animals from cats and foxes to snails, mosquitoes, and star-nosed moles.
Providing context to what kids already know is another one of our goals at
What on Earth. In Unseen Worlds, immersive, detailed illustrations show us the
busy microscopic creatures that form the basis of all of our ecosystems, from
the deep sea to our kitchen cupboards, hidden by nothing more than their
microscopic size.
This season, we are proud to be publishing two books in partnership with the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. Prehistoric takes readers on an epic
journey from the present through each geological era to the formation of Earth
itself 4.6 billion years ago. North America, the first in a new series of fold-out
graphic histories, illustrates the intertwined stories of Canada, the United States,
Mexico, and islands of the Caribbean.
I hope you enjoy all the Autumn 2019 books, as well as our backlist, which you will
find at the end of the catalogue.
As ever, thank you for all your support!

Introduction

Best wishes,
Christopher Lloyd
CEO, Founder, What on Earth Books
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Humanimal

How Animals Play, Build, Work, Dream, Care and Show Off –
Just Like Us
Christopher Lloyd
Illustrated by Mark Ruffle

New Titles

•
•
•
•

Slime moulds can find their way through a maze
Bees vote in elections to decide where to locate their nests
Some crows in Tokyo use moving cars as nutcrackers
Bonobos share food with the hungry

We humans are used to thinking of ourselves as special, as completely different
from the animals we share the Earth with. This oversized, boldly illustrated,
mesmerising exploration shows that humans and other animals don’t just
share our planet, they also share many of the same patterns of behaviour,
making us all – as author Christopher Lloyd proposes – humanimal!
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Author
Bestselling author Christopher Lloyd began
his career as a journalist with the Sunday
Times newspaper. He now has several
books in print, including the bestselling
Absolutely Everything! (What on Earth
Books) and What on Earth Happened?
(Bloomsbury). Chris divides his time
between writing books and delivering
lectures and workshops to schools, literary
festivals, and a wide range of other venues
around the world. He lives in Tonbridge,
Kent, UK, with his wife and two
adorable terriers.

Price: £12.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages
Size: 280 x 260 mm
Pub date: 10 October 2019
ISBN: 9781912920006
Age
range: 7–11 years
ISBN 978-1-912920-00-6

9 781912 920006

Illustrator
Mark Ruffle studied graphic design and
then worked as an art editor for Oxford
University Press, before becoming a
freelance illustrator and designer. When
he’s not drawing animals or spaceships,
among other things, he enjoys walking his
dogs and cycling in the Cotswolds,
where he lives with his wife and
two daughters.
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Discover how animals use smell in a wild assortment of ways, including to find prey,
court mates, warn friends, even play dead! To ‘see’ the animal world in a whole new
way, all you have to do is follow your nose!
Take a fresh look at the world from an animal’s perspective. In this fun flap-filled
book, you’ll learn how smell plays a key role in the lives of animals and shapes their
behaviour and relationships. Each flap reveals the hidden side to each environment
only perceptible through smell.

Nose Knows

Wild Ways Animals Smell the World
Emmanuelle Figueras
Illustrated by Claire de Gastold
Discover the surprising ways animals use smell to communicate in this perfect
companion to the award-winning Eye Spy (see p. 12);
•

New Titles

•
•

Understand the animal world in a
whole new way
Great STEM content on how the
sense of smell works
Flaps provide clever layering of
information, contributing to the
element of surprise

Price: £14.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 38 pages
Size: 330 x 245 mm
Pub date: 3 October 2019
ISBN: 9781912920068
Age
7–10 years
ISBNrange:
978-1-912920-06-8

9 781912 920068
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Author
Emmanuelle Figueras was born in French
Guiana. While studying law in Paris, she
discovered a passion for writing, popular
science and the animal world. She went
on to study gorillas in Rwanda, took a
course in primatology and became a
journalist and author. She writes about
animals and science for numerous
magazines and is the author of over
fifty books for both adults and children.
She lives in France.

Illustrator
Claire de Gastold was born in Paris.
Her work has been published in
magazines and she has illustrated
several children’s books including
her own, Trop de la chance!
(L’ecole des Loisirs, 2015). She
lives in France.
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Travel to locations both familiar and strange as you search for the smallest
creatures on Planet Earth. Unfold each gatefold page to reveal stunningly
detailed scenes bursting with jelly-like amoebae, predatory centipedes, ravenous
mosquitos and more mites than you could imagine. You’ll never see the world
the same way again!

Unseen Worlds

Real-Life Microscopic Creatures Hiding All Around Us
Written and illustrated by Hélène Rajcak and Damien Laverdunt
•
•

New Titles

•
•
•

A crab larva avoids the attack
of an arrow worm
‘Water bears’ clamber among
boulder-like grains of sand
A ‘mud dragon’ stalks the
ocean floor
Hordes of mites munch on
skin flakes in your bed sheets
Bread beetles feast on a
biscuit crumb

Price: £14.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 36 pages
Size: 292 x 228 mm
Pub date: 24 Oct 2019
ISBN: 9781999967963
Age range:
9–11 years
ISBN
978-1-9999679-6-3

9 781999 967963
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Author/Illustrator
Hélène Rajcak studied engraving at the
École Estienne, illustration at the École
Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in
Paris and undertook a foundation course in
textile design at the Atelier National d’art
Textile. She lives and works in Paris as an
illustrator for media and children’s books
and works on her own design, painting and
engraving projects too.

Author/Illustrator
Damien Laverdunt studied at the Duperré
Schoold of Applied Arts and graduated
from the École Nationale Supérieure des
Arts Décoratifs in Paris. He lives and works
in Paris as an author, designer and graphic
artist. When not working on projects he
teaches applied art at the Lycée de Sèvres.
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•
•
•
•

Prehistoric

Dinosaurs, Megalodons and Other Fascinating Creatures of
the Deep Past

New Titles

Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld
Illustrated by Julius Csotonyi
In this perfect book for dinosaur lovers, travel back billions
of years to the beginning of life on Earth, stopping in
frozen ice ages, lush prehistoric rainforests and ancient
oceans along the way. Fascinating creatures, including
hungry dinosaurs, giant flying insects, and ancient sharks,
populate the journey. Infographics reveal the secrets
of Earth’s geology and environments, linking ancient
creatures and places to our own time and to some of
the major issues facing societies right now, such as
climate change, deforestation and animal extinctions.

A journey billions of years backwards in time
Connects children’s love for dinosaurs and other
prehistoric creatures with caring for the planet
Life-like illustrations bring prehistoric creatures to life
Infographics allow readers to dive deeper

Author
Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld is the awardwinning author of more than seventy
books for children. When she is not
reading, researching, writing or editing she
loves to spend her free time exploring,
doing fieldwork and preparing and
curating fossils for her local natural history
museums. She lives in Berkeley, California.

Illustrator
Julius Csotonyi began illustrating
dinosaurs seriously in 1998. Since
then he has produced work for 25
publishers and museum exhibits,
with a client list that includes
National Geographic, Scholastic Inc,
the Royal Tyrrell Museum and the
Houston Museum of Natural Science.

Price: £12.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages		
Size: 280 x 216 mm
ISBN: 9781912920044
Pub date: 5 September 2019
Age range:
7–10 years
ISBN
978-1-912920-04-4

9 781912 920044
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North America

Ocean

A Fold-Out Graphic History

Sabrina Weiss
Illustrated by Giulia De Amicis

Sarah Albee
Illustrated by William Exley
•
•
•
•

Unique fold-out format
can be read as a book or
unfolded on the floor
Created in partnership with
the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington, D.C.
Offers context for teaching
US, Canadian, Mexican
or Caribbean history
Emphasises the diversity of
the continent’s population

•

A stunning gift book for children
fascinated by ocean creatures,
habitats and conservation

•

Infographics, maps and illustrations
make learning fun

•

Multiple spreads focus on human
impact on the oceans, and what
children can do to look after them,
even next time they’re at the beach

Price: £14.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 72 pages
Size: 295 x 215 mm
ISBN: 9781999968052
Age range: 8–12 years

Pithy, accessible text and graphic novel-style illustrations colour-coded by
geographical area help readers explore the rich and often surprising history of
the peoples of North America, a story never before included in one book.

Monsters
Céline Potard
Illustrated by Sophie Ledesma
•

This magic
lens gift book offers
Open this book if you dare!
an interactive search-andfind experience as readers
take on the role of monster
detective to discover the
creatures hidden on the page

A Magic Lens Hunt for Creatures of Myth,
Legend, Fairy Tale and Fiction

Illustrator
William Exley divides his
time between writing and
illustrating graphic novels
– including Golemchik
(Nobrow Press) – and
illustrating children’s
non-fiction.

Price: £14.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 22 pages
Size: 300 x 256 mm
ISBN: 9781999967925
Pub date: 1 October 2019
Age range:
8–14 years
ISBN
978-1-9999679-2-5

9 781999 967925
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•

Includes children’s favourite
monster characters, such as
Dracula and Gollum, as well
as mythological monsters
they learn about in school
Use the magic lens to reveal
the hidden monsters lurking on each page.

Price: £14.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 32 Pages
Size: 310 x 240 mm
ISBN: 9781999968045
Age range: 6–10 years

Monster
detecting
lens
inside

£14.99

C É L I N E P OTA R D
& SOPHIE LEDESMA

whatonearthbooks.com

Backlist

Author
Sarah Albee is the New York
Times bestselling author of
many non-fiction history and
science books for kids. She
loves to travel, and has visited
many places throughout
North America. She lives in
Connecticut with her husband,
their three kids, and their dog,
Rosie. Although she has written
over 100 books for kids, this
one is the longest book she’s
ever written. Literally.

SOPHIE LEDESMA & CÉLINE POTARD

New Titles

Discover a whole world of monsters –
their freaky forms, their bizarre habits,
their spooky lairs … and their favourite snacks.
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The Story of
Gibraltar

Absolutely
Everything!

Christopher Lloyd
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

Patrick Skipworth
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

‘From the Big Bang to computer
technology, it tells, in simple, chatty
sentences, a story that tries to account
for as much as possible about our world!’
The Sunday Times
Children’s Book of the Year

•

An illustrated history of Gibraltar at
a single glance

•

Includes a 1.7-metre fold-out
timeline and the Gibraltar Journal
newspaper section

•

Can be read as a book or displayed
as a poster on the wall

‘Perfect for any child who wants to
know about absolutely everything.’
Telegraph Christmas Books 2018
Price: £16.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 352 pages
Size: 248 x 184 mm
ISBN: 9781999802820
Age range: 7–11 years

Shortlisted
for the Teach
Primary Book
Awards 2019

Eye Spy
Written and illustrated by
Guillaume Duprat
‘A beautifully put-together book exploring
the different ways animals see’
Financial Times

•

A historical approach to a topic of
major relevance today – the story of
rights, liberty and the rule of law

•

More than 100 illustrations

•

A 2m-long fold-out timeline

•

Created with the support of
the Magna Carta 800th
Anniversary Committee

Price: £14.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 36 pages
Size: 330 x 245 mm
ISBN: 9781999802844
Age range: 7–11 years

Backlist

Price: £14.95
Format: Hardback
Extent: 32 pages
Size: 297 x 210 mm
ISBN: 9780995577046
Age range: 7–11 years

The Magna
Carta Chronicle

‘Thought flap-up books were just for
little ‘uns? Think again. This interactive
read reveals what the world looks like
through animals’ eyes! Eye-mazing!’
National Geographic Kids
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A timeline guide to the history of the Rock
from earliest times to the present day

Christopher Lloyd
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

Price: £8.99
Format: Paperback
Extent: 24 pages
Size: 297 x 220 mm
ISBN: 9780993019913
Age range: 8–12 years
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Explorer series

Timeline Wallbooks

‘Simply sings to infophiles and visual learners alike.’
Juno Magazine

Christopher Lloyd
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

Price: £9.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 38 pages +
8-page timeline
Size: 240 x 240 mm
Age range: 7–11 years

Price: £12.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 18 pages +
8-page timeline
Size: 360 x 270 mm
Age range: 7–11 years

Plants!
Nick Forshaw
Illustrated by
William Exley
9780995576612

Mammals!
Nick Forshaw
Illustrated by
William Exley
9780995576629

By Nick Forshaw & William Exley

The Shakespeare
Timeline Wallbook
9780995482029

The Nature
Timeline Wallbook
9780993284793

The Big History
Timeline Wallbook
9780993284786

The Sports
Timeline Wallbook
9780995482005

The Science
Timeline Wallbook
9780995482012

The British History
Timeline Wallbook
9780993019920

The Wallbook Timeline
Collection
Includes Nature, Science and
Big History
9780995577022

The What on Earth
Timeline Collection
Includes all six Wallbook
titles
9780995482050

By Nick Forshaw & William Exley

Dinosaurs!
Nick Forshaw
Illustrated by
Andy Forshaw
9780993284779

Bugs!
Nick Forshaw
Illustrated by
William Exley
9780995576605

Backlist

Developed in association with
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Timeline
Stickerbooks

What people are saying about
What on Earth Books

Christopher Lloyd
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

An incredible book
from start to finish…
will appeal to adults
and children alike.

Each stickerbook includes around
100 stickers, a beautifully illustrated
1.7-metre timeline with spaces to stick
them on to and a poster of a historical
event or species for colouring in.

Science + Nature on
Absolutely Everything!

BooksforTopics on
Absolutely Everything!

Price: £6.99
Format: Paperback
Extent: 16 pages + 8-page timeline
Size: 297 x 210 mm
Age range: 3–7 years

The British History
Timeline Stickerbook
9780993019944

A sensational ride
across Earth’s history.

The Nature
Timeline Stickerbook
9780956593689

A gripping retelling
of the most extraordinary
story ever told
Astonishing – perfect
for all the family

The Big History
Timeline Stickerbook
9780992924980

The Shakespeare
Timeline Stickerbook
9780992924911

The Science
Timeline Stickerbook
9780956593696

The Sports
Timeline Stickerbook
9780992924973

The Sunday Times on
The Big History
Timeline Wallbook

Independent on
The Nature Timeline
Wallbook

National Geographic
Kids on Eye Spy

Perfect for 6–14 year
olds but equally
fascinating for all curious
adults. Excellently done.

Backlist

Parents in Touch
on The Big History
Timeline Wallbook
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Thought flap-up
books were just for
little ‘uns? Think
again. Eye-mazing!
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What on Earth Books
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What on Earth Books
whatonearthbooks.com
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Tonbridge, Kent TN11 8PS

@whatonearth_books
@whatonearthbook
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